Abstract. We directly prove that the foliation of the sphere S 2n`1 , the leaves of which are intersections of all complex linear 2-dimensional subspaces of C n`1 translated by a constant vector p, defines a submersion that is horizontally conformal if and only if p " 0. We generalise this result to the cases of S 4n`3 and S 15 with foliations constructed using quaternionic and octonionic structure (resp.) in an analogous way.
Introduction
Conformal submersions are natural generalisation of Riemannian submersions introduced in [5] . In [3] , Riemannian submersions from spheres (e.g., S 3 ) with totally geodesic fibers were studied and it was shown that they are isometrically equivalent to the Hopf fibration (i.e., can be obtained from the Hopf fibration by an isometry of the sphere and/or the base of submersion). In [4] , it was shown that every conformal submersion from S 3 with circular fibers is conformally equivalent to the Hopf fibration.
In what follows, we view the Hopf fibration as a foliation of the sphere S 3 Ă C 2 , the leaves of which are intersections of the sphere and all complex linear 2-dimensional planes. We show that after translating all these planes by a fixed non-zero vector from the inside of the sphere, we obtain a foliation of S 3 given by a submersion that is not conformal. This result is proved in a direct and elementary way (without invoking the equivalence result from [4] ), and then generalised to higher dimensional spheres admitting foliations analogous to the Hopf fibration.
Definitions
Let pM, g M q, pB, g B q be Riemannian manifolds, and let π : pM, g M q Ñ pB, g B q be a smooth mapping of maximal rank. For every q P B, the set 1. π is a submersion, i.e. it is surjective and has maximal rank, 2. π ‹ restricted to horizontal distribution of π is a conformal mapping.
The manifold B in the above definition is called base of the submersion π [5] . With the notation introduced earlier on, the second of the above conditions can be written in a following way:
From now on, let x¨,¨y denote the standard inner product on the Euclidean space. We denote by pR 2n , Jq the Euclidean space R 2n with a fixed almost complex structure J understood as an almost complex structure on the vector space R 2n , i.e. just an endomorphism of R 2n such that J 2 "´id. Definition 2.2. Let J be an almost complex structure on the vector space R 2n and let Π Ă R 2n be a k-dimensional complex (that is: invariant with respect to the almost complex structure J) linear subspace. A plane p`Π, where p P R 2n , will be called a k-dimensional complex affine plane in pR 2n , Jq with the origin at p.
Main result
We construct a slight modification of the Hopf fibration of the unit sphere, starting with S 3 Ă R 4 (all the spheres will be considered with the natural Riemannian metric induced from the Euclidean space). Points on the sphere will be denoted by r and identified with their position vectors in R 4 . V prq will denote value of vector field V at the point r (although we will often write V instead, where it is not misguiding), vectors from T r S 3 will be also identified with vectors tangent to R 4 , and as such -with elements of the vector space R 4 . The same convention will be adhered to in further sections.
For any almost complex structure J on the vector space R 4 and any point p P R 4 inside the unit sphere S 3 (so that }p} ă 1), consider the collection of all 2-dimensional complex affine planes in pR 4 , Jq with the origin at p. Such complex affine planes give rise to a foliation of S 3 with leaves being 740 T. Zawadzki intersections of those planes with the sphere -circles of varying radius. In what follows, using the following lemma [4] , we prove that those leaves are not fibers of any horizontally conformal submersion from S 3 .
Lemma 3.1. Let π : pM, g M q Ñ pB, g B q be a submersion. If π is horizontally conformal then:
where V and H denote sets of vertical and horizontal vector fields on M , and L V g M denotes the Lie derivative of the Riemannian metric g M with respect to a vector field V . Moreover, we have: λ " 2V φ, where φ is as in (2.1).
We provide a proof here for the readers' convenience.
Proof. Since equation (3.1) is tensorial in X, Y , we can assume that X, Y are projectible, i.e. there exist vector fields X B " π ‹ X and Y B " π ‹ Y on B such that g M pX, Y q " e 2φ pg B pX B , Y B q˝πq (indeed, one can uniquely extend X and Y from any point of M to horizontal projectible fields, using the fact that π is an isomorphism between horizontal subspaces of M and tangent spaces of B).
Let r¨,¨s denote the Lie bracket on M . Since π ‹ rV, Xs " rπ ‹ V, π ‹ Xs " 0, it follows that rV, Xs and (by the same argument) rV, Y s are vertical fields on M . Therefore:
Theorem 3.2. Equip the vector space R 4 with an almost complex structure J and choose p P R 4 such that }p} ă 1 and p ‰ 0. Then there is no conformal submersion defined on S 3 , the fibers of which are the intersections of S 3 and all 2-dimensional complex affine planes in pR 4 , Jq with the origin at p.
Note that for p " 0, the foliation defined above is the classical Hopf fibration of S 3 . Observe also that for any }p} ă 1, its leaves are circles of uniformly bounded radius, so the leaf space of the above foliation is a manifold [2] (one can also construct the leaf space explicitly, in the proof of Lemma 4.4 such construction is given for a similar case). Therefore, this foliation defines a submersion onto its leaf space.
Proof. Suppose that leaves of the foliation of S 3 defined above are fibers of some conformal submersion π. Vertical fields of that submersion must be tangent to the leaves, so at every point of S 3 their values (viewed as vectors in affine space R 4 ) need to belong to 2-dimensional complex affine plane with the origin at p. Such a plane is of the form p`Π, with Π being a complex linear space; so if it passes through point r P S 3 , we must have r´p P Π. Since Π is J-invariant, we also have Jpr´pq P Π, and since Π is 2-dimensional, Π " lintr´p, Jpr´pqu.
When we consider the tangent space T r S 3 as a subspace of T r R 4 « R 4 , we see that the vectors tangent to the intersection of S 3 and 2-dimensional complex affine plane p`Π must belong to Π and to T r S 3 (the latter meaning they remain orthogonal to the vector r). Therefore, we obtain a vertical field V of the submersion from the condition: V prq P lintr´p, Jpr´pqu X T r S 3 .
We can write V as: V " αpr´pq`Jpr´pq, since lintr´pu X T r S 3 " t0u, and obtain α from the condition: xr, V y " 0. It follows that:
V prq " xJp, rypr´pq`p1´xp, ryqJpr´pq.
Define three orthonormal vector fields tangent to the unit sphere S 3 : X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , such that:
where ∇ is the connection on S 3 induced from Euclidean space R 4 .
Expressing V as: V " ř 3 i"1 V i X i , we define two linearly independent vector fields X, Y , both orthogonal to V :
Lemma 3.1 implies that if the submersion π is horizontally conformal then there exists a function λ P C 8 pM q such that:
where g is the Riemannian metric on S 3 induced from R 4 .
Put:
A " 1´xp, ry, B " xJp, ry, C " xJp, X 2 y, D " xp, X 2 y and observe that A ą 0, because }p} ă 1. Equations (3.4) become then:
Summing the last two of these equations, one eventually obtains:
Since A 2 ą 0, this gives λ " 0.
With λ " 0, equations (3.7) and (3.8) give the following:
while (3.6) reads:
To solve these equations, first assume that AD " BC, so that (3.9) holds. Since A ą 0, we can insert D " BC A into (3.10), obtaining pA 2`B2 qC " 0 so that C " 0, and from the assumption also D " 0.
If we assume AC "´BD then C "´B D A and (3.10) gives pA 2`B2 qD " 0. Again, it follows that D " 0 and also C " 0.
Therefore, the only solution to equations (3.9) and (3.10) is C " D " 0.
Recall that D " xp, X 2 y and C " xJp, X 2 y "´xp, JX 2 y "´xp, X 3 y.
Since the equations considered above must hold on the whole sphere S 3 , the condition: C " D " 0 means that a constant vector p P R 4 remains orthogonal to X 2 prq and X 3 prq as r varies over the whole S 3 . This is possible only when p " 0.
Generalisations
Let pR 4n , I, J, Kq denote the Euclidean space R 4n with an almost quaternionic structure I, J, K; understood as an almost quaternionic structure on the vector space R 4n (i.e. a triple of endomorphisms I, J, K of R 4n such that: IJ "´JI " K, JK "´KJ " I, KI "´IK " J and I 2 " J 2 " K 2 "´id).
Definition 4.1. Let I, J, K be an almost quaternionic structure of the vector space R 4n and let Π Ă R 4n be a k-dimensional quaternionic (that is: invariant with respect to the almost quaternionic structure I, J, K) linear subspace. A plane p`Π, where p P R 4n , will be called a k-dimensional quaternionic affine plane in pR 4n , I, J, Kq with the origin at p.
Given a point p P R 8 such that }p} ă 1, and an almost quaternionic structure I, J, K on the vector space R 8 , one can define a foliation of S 7 in a way analogous to the fibration by circles considered in the previous section. The leaves will be in this case 3-dimensional spheres, as the intersections of S 7 and 4-dimensional quaternionic affine planes in pR 8 , I, J, Kq with the origin at p. Again, this foliation will give rise to a submersion onto its leaf space, which will be a manifold [2] (explicit construction of the leaf space can be found in the proof of Lemma 4.4, below).
From now on, let π : S 7 Ñ πpS 7 q denote a submersion from S 7 , the fibers of which are intersections of S 7 and 4-dimensional quaternionic affine planes with the origin at p. In what follows, applying the result established above for S 3 to the intersection of S 7 and a suitable 4-dimensional linear subspace P Ă R 8 , we will show that π cannot be horizontally conformal.
Let q K lintp, Ip, Jp, Kpu. Define P " lintp, q, Ip, Iqu.
Lemma 4.2. For every s P P , we have: Is P P , Js K P and Ks K P . Proof. As every s P P is a linear combination of p, q, Ip and Iq, it is sufficient to prove the Lemma for each of these four vectors. Thus the proof for I is immediate. Since tp, q, Ip, Iq, Jp, Jq, Kp, Kqu is an orthogonal basis of R 8 , we have: xKp, py " 0, xKp, qy " 0, xKp, Ipy "´xIKp, py " xJp, py " 0, xKp, Iqy "´xIKp, qy " xJp, qy " 0.
The computation for q, Ip, Iq and the endomorphism J is analogous.
Let M denote the intersection S 7 X P . Note that M is isometric to the sphere S 3 .
Lemma 4.3. The fibers of π|M are the intersections of M and linear subspaces lintr´p, Ipr´pqu, where r P M .
Proof. As was explained in the previous section, vectors tangent to quaternionic affine plane with the origin at p passing through r, when viewed in R 8 « T r R 8 , must belong to a linear subspace lintr´p, Ipr´pq, Jpr´pq, Kpr´pqu.
Denote the vertical subspace of submersion π at a point r P S 7 by V r . Then V r " T r S 7 X lintr´p, Ipr´pq, Jpr´pq, Kpr´pqu.
For all r P M define
Obviously, at r P M we have W r Ă V r . Just as in (3.2), let V prq " xIp, rypr´pq`p1´xp, ryqIpr´pq.
Since at r P M , we have tr´p, Ipr´pqu Ă P , V prq P T r S 7 X P , and so V prq P W r . Since W r is 1-dimensional, we have W r " lintV prqu.
Define:
U prq " Jpr´pq, W prq " Kpr´pq.
For r P M , vectors V prq, U prq and W prq form an orthogonal frame in V r . Indeed:
xU prq, ry " xJpr´pq, ry " 0, xW prq, ry " xKpr´pq, ry " 0, because for r P M , we have tr, r´pu Ă P and Lemma 4.2 applies. Moreover:
xV prq, U prqy " xIp, ryxpr´pq, Jpr´pqy´p1´xp, ryqxIpr´pq, Jpr´pqy " p1´xp, ryqxJIpr´pq, r´py "´p1´xp, ryqxKpr´pq, r´py " 0 and similarly xV prq, W prqy " 0. We also have:
xU prq, W prqy " xJpr´pq, Kpr´pqy "´xKJpr´pq, pr´pqy " xIpr´pq, r´py " 0.
Thus at any point r P M , the vertical subspace of the submersion π is spanned by three orthogonal vectors V prq, U prq, W prq.
For r P M , we have r´p P P , therefore:
where Xprq, Y prq P P form an orthogonal basis of P together with r´p and Ipr´pq for any r P M . Furthermore, we can assume that Xprq, Y prq P T r M , i.e., they are orthogonal to both r and V prq, so that:
We show that Xprq, Y prq are both orthogonal to U prq and W prq at r P M . Indeed:
xXprq, U prqy " xXprq, Jpr´pqy "´xJXprq, r´py " 0, because tXprq, r´pu Ă P and from the Lemma 4.2 we have JXprq K P . The proof for Y prq and W prq is analogous.
Now we see that at r P M :
and tr, V prq, Xprq, Y prq, U prq, W prqu form an orthogonal frame at r P M . This completes the proof, as at r P M we have:
Theorem 4.5. Equip the vector space R 8 with an almost quaternionic structure I, J, K and choose p P R 8 such that }p} ă 1 and p ‰ 0. Then there is no conformal submersion defined on S 7 , the fibers of which are the intersections of S 7 and all 4-dimensional quaternionic affine planes in pR 8 , I, J, Kq with the origin at p.
Proof. Considering pS 7 X P q « S 3 with P defined above Lemma 4.2, from Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4, we obtain the contradiction with Theorem 3.2.
In an analogous way, one can obtain the generalisation to the case of octonionic planes. Let pR 8n , J 1 , . . . , J 7 q denote the Euclidean space R 8n with an octonionic structure J 1 , . . . , J 7 (again, understood as an octonionic structure on the vector space R 8n ).
Definition 4.6. Let J 1 , . . . , J 7 be an octonionic structure on the vector space R 16 and let Π Ă R 16 be an 8-dimensional octonionic (that is: invariant with respect to the octonionic structure J 1 , . . . , J 7 ) linear subspace. A plane p`Π, where p P R 16 , will be called an octonionic affine plane in pR 16 , J 1 , . . . , J 7 q with the origin at p. Theorem 4.7. Equip the vector space R 16 with an octonionic structure J 1 , . . . , J 7 and choose p P R 16 such that }p} ă 1 and p ‰ 0. Then there is no conformal submersion defined on S 15 , the fibers of which are the intersections of S 15 and all octonionic affine planes in pR 16 , J 1 , . . . , J 7 q with the origin at p.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the one of Theorem 4.5, with slight modification of the point q defined above Lemma 4.2, which must be replaced with q K lintp, J 1 p, . . . , J 7 pu (while the plane P remains the same). Then Lemma 4.2, Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4, after natural changes, yield the proof of the Theorem.
The results for S 3 and S 7 can be generalised in the following way: Theorem 4.8. Let n ≥ 2. Equip the vector space R 2n`2 with an almost complex structure J and choose p P R 2n`2 such that }p} ă 1 and p ‰ 0. Then there is no conformal submersion defined on S 2n`1 , the fibers of which are the intersections of S 2n`1 and all 2-dimensional complex affine planes in pR 2n`2 , Jq with the origin at p.
Proof. Suppose there exists a conformal submersion π defined on S 2n`1 with fibers as in the theorem. Consider a 4-dimesional, J-invariant linear space P containing the point p. We have: S 2n`1 XP « S 3 . Because P is J-invariant at any point r P S 2n`1 XP , the values of vertical field of submersion π, viewed in R 2n`2 , belong to P (as they are linear combinations of r´p and Jpr´pq, both of these belonging to P ). Therefore, at all points of the intersection S 2n`1 XP , vertical fields of π have values in T pS 2n`1 X P q, and so the vertical subspaces of submersion π and its restriction π|pS 2n`1 XP q coincide. Moreover, at every point of S 2n`1 XP , the horizontal subspace of π|pS 2n`1 XP q is a 2-dimensional subspace of the horizontal subspace of π. Thus, by the argument used in the proof of Lemma 4.4, submersion π|pS 2n`1 X P q must be horizontally conformal (its leaf space in a suitable coordinate system would be the space of equivalence classes of points from C 2ˆt 0u Ă C n`1 with respect to the relation defining CP n ). Since S 2n`1 X P « S 3 , we arrive at the contradiction with Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 4.9. Let n ≥ 2. Equip the vector space R 4n`4 with an almost quaternionic structure I, J, K and choose p P R 4n`4 such that }p} ă 1 and p ‰ 0. Then there is no conformal submersion defined on S 4n`3 , the fibers of which are the intersections of S 4n`3 and all 4-dimensional quaternionic affine planes in pR 4n`4 , I, J, Kq with the origin at p.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the one of the previous theorem, except this time we consider an 8-dimensional linear space containing the point p and invariant with respect to all endomorphisms I, J, K. We view the intersection of such plane and S 4n`3 as S 7 and apply Theorem 4.5.
